In order to realize smart offices, which provides users with comfort via various digital services, we need to acquire context information about the target space. Contexts can be obtained from raw sensor data using context classification methods, such as Bayesian network. However, packet losses and disrupted communications in wireless sensor networks disables the context classification methods to collect all the necessary data, hence reduce quality of contexts. In this paper, we propose Reliable Hybrid Bayesian Inference Mechanism (RHBIM) that features in-network disruption-tolerant Bayesian inference with server-side calculation of posterior probability tables. In this paper, we show the design and implementation of the mechanism with a range of disruption-tolerance schemes, and apply the mechanism to an application that controls air conditioners based on the "comfort level" context. We also show the effectiveness of the mechanism comparing the different disruption-tolerance schemes.
Introduction
In order to realize Smart Home or Smart Office which provides users with comfort, we need to acquire information about the target space. We can collect these information by embedding small sensor nodes with wireless communication devices embedded in real world objects surrounding us, and by building a wireless sensor network that can collect data from them. However, to create services such as abnormality detection or automation of daily chores, we need to collect activity context or environmental context of the space (Chen and Kotz, 2000) , as opposed to just raw data from the sensors.
One of the context classification methods is Bayesian networks (Russel and Norvig, 2002) (Neapolitan, 2003) . Bayesian networks is frequently used to create digital services for smart offices or smart homes, and can efficiently describe joint probability distributions using graph A major problem in collecting context in sensor networks is the weak-connectivity of the sensor nodes. The communication among nodes constructing the sensor networks may be disrupted by several factors such as node movements, node failures, and/or battery exhaustions. Therefore, certain measures need to be taken to capture contexts in a disruption-tolerant way.
We propose Reliable Hybrid Bayesian Inference Mechanism (RHBIM) to address this problem. The major features of the mechanism are the following two-folds. First, in RHBIM, a backbone server and sensor nodes share tasks in context capturing. The backbone server performs Bayesian inference calculation and compression of posterior probability table (PPT), and distributes it to the sensor nodes. The sensor nodes, instead, establish a group consisting of a master node and slave nodes. The master node collects data from the slave nodes, and performs the context capturing on behalf of the group. Second, RHBIM also addresses the problem of deterioration of inference quality amidst packet losses, by selecting PPTs and sending them to adequate sensor nodes. RHBIM does not retransmit data on loss, but realizes reliability through redundancy, maintaining the quality of the inference and the context extraction rate. We applied RHBIM to an office air conditioning scenario, and evaluated it under a lossy environment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the proposed RHBIM. Section 4 sorts out issues in applying RHIBM to an air conditioning scenario. Section 5 models an environment space, and evaluates the proposed method through experiments. Section 6 discusses related works, and we conclude the paper in section 7.
Bayesian Inference Mechanism
Bayesian inference mechanism refers to an architecture, which analyzes sensor data via Bayesian network and uses the analyzed data for device manipulation. Bayesian network is a probability model, which represents the dependencies of multiple probability variables by a graph structure, and presents the relationships between each variable by the conditional probability of each structure. Figure 1 illustrates a Bayesian network used for extracting contexts, i.e., factors within environment A, from the sensor network. Each oval corresponds to a context, and a probability variable that represents the sensor data. While comfort corresponds to a context, Temperature (n), and Humidity (n) corresponds to a temperature and a humidity respectively, acquired from each individual sensor node. The probability variable corresponding to the sensor datum has direct dependency with the comfort context, and the dependence relationship is expressed by a directed link that unites the two probability variables. The dependency will then be weighted by a conditional probability distribution chart. The conditional probability is the ratio of true and false value of the comfort context. Tagging the accumulated sensor data with a meta value related to the context before operation is therefore required. In figure 1 , two values discretize each probability variable, so the combination quantity of the probability variable which represents the comfort context is 64(2 6 ) . The probability of event B to happen while event A has occurred, when calculated by Bayesian inference, is represented as posterior probability P (B|A). The posterior probability of a context can be calculated via Bayesian inference by using the sensor data acquired at time t. The posterior probability of the comfort context on a specific combination is expressed as follows. ort|warm, humid, warm, humid, warm, humid 
The above expression represents that if the probability variables, which correspond to the sensor data group at time t, were respectively warm, humid, warm, humid, warm, and humid, the probability that the environment is comfortable is 0.46. Hereinafter, we categorize and discuss the 3 Bayesian inference mechanisms.
• CBIM(Centralized Bayesian Inference Mechanism): CBIM consolidates and analyzes all sensor data onto a backbone server. CBIM constantly requires a backbone server; therefore, the backbone server is potentially a single point of failure among system operation.
• DBIM (Distributed Bayesian Inference Mechanism): DBIM distributes the Bayesian inference engine on each sensor node, and each sensor node will perform distributed and concurrent calculation of the Bayesian inference. DBIM does not require a backbone server once the learning model and the context inference model has been transmitted to each sensor node. However, each sensor node would require massive calculation, which is problematic in terms of computation time and power consumption.
• HBIM (Hybrid Bayesian Inference Mechanism):
HBIM calculates the Bayesian inference on a server, transmits the compressed PPT to the sensor nodes, and matches the PPT and acquired sensor data for acquisition of the Bayesian inference results. Once the PPT has been transferred to the sensor nodes, the sensor nodes can perform Bayesian inference among each node without server interaction. Full time operation of the server is not required unlike CBIM, and sensor node computation is lightweight, since the Bayesian inference computation is done on the backbone server. In this section, we will focus and discuss mainly on HBIM. The next subsection will present the summary of HBIM. Figure 2 shows the execution flow of HBIM. The backbone server constructs an inference model of a context using a Bayesian network, and performs calculation on previously aggregated sensor data. The result of the Bayesian inference is computed to form a PPT. List 1 describes an example of the PPT. A PPT increases in data size as the inference model used among the Bayesian inference becomes more complex. Efficient truncation of unnecessarily data is therefore required. (Aida et al., 2006) has presented and evaluated a PPT compression mechanism.
Hybrid Bayesian Inference Mechanism
The sensor nodes form a group G based on an inference model, inside a sensor network. Node group G shown in figure 3 , composed of nodes n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , is expressed as G = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 }. Node n 1 serves as a master node, which aggregates and performs inference on the sensor data. Node n 2 and n 3 represents a slave node, which transmits data to the master node based on the requirement of the master. Figure 2 Processing flow of HBIM. Figure 3 Sensor node group.
Node Selection Mechanism
The nodes to deliver a PPT to is determined by the loss of a PPT transmitted from a backbone server to sensor nodes. If a PPT was not delivered to any of the nodes that compose a group, it would be impossible to extract a context. Master node failure would also lead to context extraction failure, because it would not be able to send the PPT to its slaves. This could be avoided by delivering the PPT to multiple nodes beforehand, reducing the PPT redelivery overhead. We define 3 methods of PPT delivery; each corresponding to different quantities of sensor nodes that receive it. • SND (Single Node Delivery): Selects one sensor node per node group and transmits the PPT.
• RND (Random Node Delivery): Randomly selects sensor nodes from a sensor group, and transmits the PPT.
• AND (All Node Delivery): Delivers the PPT to all nodes in the sensor group. Table 2 compares packet loss resistance, memory usage, and redelivery cost of SND, RND, and AND. AND is most resistant to packet loss because all nodes in the sensor network have control over the PPT. On the other hand, SND manages the PPT over only a single node, which results to vulnerability in lossy environments, and high redelivery overhead. SND shows better memory usage compared to AND, and RND lies between SND and AND in all of the measures. 
PPT Selection Mechanism
The PPT to be sent to sensor nodes are determined based on data loss. HBIM constructs inference models on a backbone server prior to PPT delivery. Therefore, the master node cannot extract context if aggregated data from the slave nodes lack required data. The PPT selection mechanism first constructs multiple PPTs with future data corruption in account, and delivers them to the corresponding sensor nodes. We represent a PPT constructed from 3 sensor nodes, n 1 , n 2 , and n 3 , as PPT(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ). Given P P T (n 1 , ..., n N ), we call a PPT where N =| G | as Complete PPT (CPPT). | G | represents the number of elements in group G. Also, we call the PPTs delivered to a sensor node as a PPT set (PPTS). PPTS of the node group G = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 } is denoted as PPTS = {P P T (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ), P P T (n 1 , n 2 ), P P T (n 1 , n 3 ), P P T (n 1 )}.
Furthermore, we define Quality of Inference (QoI) in order to evaluate each PPT. QoI is defined as follows.
QoI(P P T ) =| P P T | / | CP P T |
| P P T | and | CP P T | represent the number of nodes which consist corresponding inference models. If data required for inference are lost between the sensor nodes, QoI will be 0, for the inference will fail. We also introduce Expected QoI (EQoI) to acquire QoI with data loss in consideration. EQoI is an index with Loss(n k ), data loss of the nodes which consist PPT, multiplied to QoI. EQoI is defined as follows. Figure 4 depicts the communication between a master node and slave nodes in a sequence. The master node broadcasts a Data Request packet at point t 0 , when it extracts context. It waits for ∆t for the responses from the slave nodes, and executes the context capturing process. Then, it records the Loss(n k ) of each node n k ∈ G, and reports it to the backbone server. Loss(n k ) is calculated as the rate of data loss from n k at point t 0 + ∆t. This loss could be reduced if the sequence is repeated, but power consumption or response of the context would be a problem in that case. Also, data could not be received even on redelivery if the problem is long-term disconnection or node failure. Therefore, we do not adopt a redelivery scheme when we aim to maintain the reliability of the inference. Figure 4 Communication between a master node and slave nodes.
In figure 3 (a) , loss does not occur between sensor nodes, hence Loss(n k ) = 0. Inference will not fail in this case, therefore the EQoI of P P T (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ), P P T (n 1 , n 2 ), P P T (n 1 , n 3 ), and P P T (n 1 ), will be 1, 0.67, 0.67, and 0.33, respectively. In figure 3 (b) , loss between sensor nodes do occur, and they are Loss(n 2 ) = 0.1, Loss(n 3 ) = 0.7. Here, the EQoI of P P T (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ), P P T (n 1 , n 2 ), P P T (n 1 , n 3 ), and P P T (n 1 ) will be 0.27, 0.9, 0.3, and 0.33, respectively. The EQoI of a single node, P P T (n 1 ), would be higher than that of 3 nodes, P P T (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ). Based on these discussions, we define following 4 methods of PPT selection.
• Single PPT set (SPPT): Sends the CPPT to the sensor node.
• Random PPT set 1 (RPPT1): Sends a PPT set randomly selected from a candidate set of PPTs to the sensor node.
• Random PPT set 2 (RPPT2): Sends CPPT, and a PPT set randomly selected from a candidate set of PPTs to the sensor node.
• Weighted PPT set based on QoI (WPPT): Sends the PPTs with the highest EQoIs to the sensor node.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for PPT selection methods. We show the pseudo code for each of the above mentioned methods in Algorithm 1. SPPT is able to achieve high EQoI under ideal environments, such as in figure 3 (a) . However, lossy environments cause the inference to fail, decreasing the EQoI. Using RPPT in such environments would compensate for the packet loss to an extent.
WPPT computes the PPTs' EQoI from Loss(n k ), and uses it for weighing the PPTs. Each node measures Loss(n k ) between each neighboring node, and informs it to the backbone server. The backbone server would then compute the EQoI from the set of collected Loss(n k )s, constructs the PPT set in a descending order of the EQoI, and sends the PPT set with higher EQoI to the sensor nodes. For example, under figure 3 (b), P P T (n 1 , n 2 ) and P P T (n 1 ) would be selected under WPPT.
Application of RHBIM on an Air Conditioning Scenario
General air conditioning systems sense the room temperature of the target conditioning environment at the conditioner's air intake, and determine the air temperature and the wind blow-out direction. Therefore, if direct sunlight were to be shedding through the room window, or heat source such as server racks were to exist inside the room, the difference of temperature between the air intake and temperature throughout the room causes biased air conditioning throughout different regions of the room. This problem could be solved by deploying multiple wireless sensor nodes, and delivering the sensor data to the air conditioning system. We now describe the characteristics of RHBIM under the mentioned circumstance. First of all, because RHBIM is compliant with HBIM, there is no need to install a server in the target environment. Lack of server administrator in an office would enable RHBIM to run under low administrative cost. RHBIM could also dynamically increase or decrease the temperature sensing point, and improve system performance by deploying sensor nodes at regions where severe temperature difference is observed. Finally, sensor data analysis could be performed despite inhibition between sensor node data transmission. Therefore, RHBIM could efficiently be deployed in environments where human movement is rapid, or where microwave ovens are used.
In the next subsections, we will discuss the partitioning of the air conditioning environment and the air conditioning scenario.
Partitioning and Control of the Environment
The area to apply the air conditioning system will be partitioned into separate regions, each with an individual control sequence. Each region is decided by purpose, such as individual rooms or the air conditioner's effective reach. Multiple sensor nodes are deployed in each region, and a Bayesian inference model is constructed within each region. Each region relates to its corresponding node group within the HBIM.
Various methods could be considered for region configuration. Figure 5 (a) describes partitioning of the target area via flat surface into 4 regions. Each region would be set with multiple sensor nodes that would construct a node group, and each group would extract a comfort context, which would be used for air conditioning. Figure 5(b) illustrates partitioning of the target area into 3 regions by height. This partitioning scheme enables air conditioning based on the comfort factor while sitting on an office chair.
Creating regions based on individual desks could also be considered, which would provide each office worker with his individual comfort level. Region partitioning and the air conditioner's location could lead to a discrepancy among the conditioning area. For example, if the region were to be defined as each office desk, and there were only one air conditioner within the room with a fixed air blow-out direction, it would be difficult to suffice the comfort level of each region. However, if each office desk were to be equipped with individual blow-out, air conditioning would be done with ease. Even if each of the partitioned region were not able to meet the air conditioning requirements, perception regarding the necessity for adding more air conditioner or the level of comfort that could be achieved with the existing hardware could be discovered.
Control Scenario
We will now describe the air conditioning scenario using RHBIM.
Region Partitioning and Sensor Node Deployment
The target air conditioning environment will be partitioned into regions, and multiple sensor nodes will be deployed within each of the partitioned regions. The sensor nodes will then choose the master and the slave nodes within each region and form a node group.
Bayesian Inference Model Creation
The sensor nodes will obtain sensor data required for the inference model, and the Loss(n i ) between each node. A Bayesian inference model is then created by the acquired sensor data.
Calculation and Distribution of the PPT
First of all, the system must decide the method to use for PPT propagation between SND, RND, and AND, and the nodes to deliver the PPT to. Each of the method for PPT propagation will send the PPT to the master node within each region. After node decision, the system must decide the set of PPTs to deliver between SPPTset, RPPTset, and WPPTset, and compute the PPTs in each PPT set. The PPT set will then be compressed by using combined index and index selection, and finally will be sent to the target sensor nodes.
Inference and Air Conditioning
On PPT reception, the master node within each region will gather the necessary sensor data on a certain interval. The gathered data will be matched with the relevant PPT, and the context of whether the region is comfortable or not will be extracted. A control signal will be sent to the air conditioner on demand, based on the extracted context, in which the conditioner will react to and control the air conditioner.
Evaluations
In this section, we evaluate the methods for node and PPT selection using RHBIM under the scenario described in the last section.
Packet Loss Under Real World Environment
As a preliminary experiment, we have deployed 21 wireless sensor nodes (CrossBow MICAz MOTE) (Crossbow) in our test environment (20.9m x 7.3m x 3.1m), and measured the amount of packet loss within this environment illustrated in figure 6 . Our test environment consists of various devices, such as PCs, server machines, and wireless LAN base stations, which are potentially a noise source for wireless communication. Many physical obstacles such as partitions, desks, and bookshelves also make this a harsh environment for wireless communication. 21 sensor nodes are deployed in a 1-meter interval on a concentric circle, and the physical locations of sensor nodes are illustrated as dots in figure 6 . The center node of the concentric circle is defined as the base node described by n0. Other nodes are defined based on the distance from the base nodes as n1, n2 ... n20, respectively.
The base node and the other nodes are connected via single hop. This is because the maximum distance between the sensor nodes is 20m, which is short for 
Figure 7
The relationship between distance and packet loss rate.
multi-hop experiments, and because we aim to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach within an environment with lossy single hop communication. First, the base node broadcasts a packet containing a sequence number with a 1 second interval for an hour (3600 packets). On reception of the broadcast packet, node 1 through 20 unicasts an acknowledgement packet to the base node. Here, we define packet loss ratio as the number of unacknowledged packets divided by the total number of broadcast packets sent. Throughout our experiment, 13.8 (distribution of 1.8) nodes on average have sent an acknowledgement packet corresponding to the broadcast. 20 nodes replied at the maximum, while only 9 replied at the minimum case, and a high amount of packet loss was observed. Figure 7 shows the packet loss rate corresponding to each node. While the packet loss rate tends to be higher on distant nodes, in contrast, n8 (8m distance from the base node) showed a packet loss rate of 20%, while node 16 (16m distance from the base node) showed that of only 10%. From this result, we can observe that distance from the base node alone could not be used to estimate the packet loss rate.
Creating the Environment Model
In this subsection, we describe the construction of an environment model which represents an air conditioning situation on a hot summer day. We have used Flow Designer as a modeling tool and the environment simulator for our target environment model. The environment model consists of office furnitures, partitions, and air conditioners laid out as are in the real world environment. The environment model is driven with a common heat load as a parameter. Table 3 and 4 illustrate the conditions of the heat load and the calculation. We have placed 13 human bodies and 39 office equipments on the floor, and a headlight on the ceiling as a heat load source for our environment. The left and the front side of our environment are covered with glass, hence we have configured heat load regarding sun ray and heat transmission. 6 sets of air conditioners were placed on 
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Figure 9 Region in experimental environment.
the ceiling as an air conditioning system for our model. Each air conditioner blows out 16 degrees Celsius cool air on 1m/s, and stop the air while not operating. The initial temperature and the relative humidity were 30 degrees Celsius and 70%, respectively. We have performed an hour of nonstationary analysis under this model. Figure 8 depicts our proposed model and the environment simulation process.
RHBIM Performance
We have set a monitoring point at the same locations where the MICAz MOTEs were deployed, in order to obtain and send the environmental data each sensor node receives to the simulator. For PPT delivery and data aggregation from the slave nodes, success or failure of data reception is judged by the data loss pattern described in section 5.1. The heat deviation in our environment is represented by a common heat load definition as given in section 5.2.
For the inference model, we have used the Bayesian network as shown in figure 1 . Thus, the node groups used in our experiment each consists of 3 nodes. The context extraction by the master node is performed on a 10 seconds interval, and the state of the air conditioner would be turned on or off corresponding to the comfort context; i.e., off while the comfort context is false, and on when the comfort context is true. 
Node Selection for PPT Delivery
RHBIM retransmits the PPT on PPT transfer if any node in the node group has failed to receive the PPT.
To analyze the efficiency of our proposed PPT delivery mechanism under lossy environments, we have evaluated the PPT retransmission ratio for SND, RND, and AND.
To begin with, we have randomly chosen 10 patterns of node group members within regions R1, R2, and R3. The nodes chosen in this manner does not include n0, because n0 is the base node that performs PPT transmission. We then choose the node to deliver the PPT to for each method, transmit the PPT, and compute the PPT retransmission rate when the PPT delivery has failed to deliver it to all the nodes in the node group. Under this experiment, RND chooses 2 nodes at random from the node group. Figure 10 shows the PPT retransmission rate of the 3 methods. SND retains a 5 % retransmission rate in R1, while in R3 the retransmission rate soars to 50 %. As opposed to SND, AND has shown the lowest retransmission rate in all regions; particulary notable is that in R3. Under this environment with a high retransmission rate, AND has shown a retransmission rate of 1.5 %.
We now consider the overhead of each method. The PPT is broadcasted from the base node in our experiment; hence modifications in number of nodes does not influence the number of PPTs sent. However, compared to SND, RND and AND are required to administer the PPT on multiple nodes, which results in high memory usage within the node group. In our experiment, RND and AND has shown twice and thrice memory occupancy compared to SND.
The results show that considering the retransmission rate, AND have shown to be the most optimal method for PPT delivery node selection. However, in environments where memory resources are scarce and packet loss ratio is low, SND or RND can be used without decreasing the performance of RHBIM significantly.
The performance of the master node selection process is also affected by the PPT delivery node selection mechanism, due to the fact that if the node group does not possess the required PPT on master node reselection time, it needs to be retransfered. In our experiment, we have measured the packet loss centered at the base node, and the loss rates between other nodes have not been considered. However, by using RND or AND and delivering the PPT to multiple nodes, we believe that in master node selection we could achieve a low retransmission rate.
PPT Selection for Delivery
We have evaluated the context extraction rate and the QoI for SPPT, RPPT, and WPPT, for analyzing the effectiveness of each method against packet loss. First of all, we have randomly chosen 10 patterns of node group members for regions R1, R2, and R3. We have defined the base node as the master node, have randomly selected two nodes from the target region, and have chosen the PPT set to be sent to n0 for each method. For evaluation of RPPT, we have used two methods; RPPT1 which decides the PPT on pure random and RPPT2 which must consist of one CPPT and the rest randomly selected PPTs. Two methods regarding RPPT was used in order to: i) evaluate the effectiveness of the presence of the CPPT inside the PPT set, and ii) make comparison with SPPT, which always selects the CPPT.
In the simulation, n0 collected the environmental data from the slave nodes each time it extracted the comfort context. The data transmission model used for environmental data gathering has been based on a packet loss pattern measured in advance. n0 recorded whether the comfort context has been detected or not, and the QoI as a barometer for inference quality. axis on figure 11 , is the average of QoI recorded for the 10 combinations of node groups. The context extraction rate of SPPT indicates 90 % on R1, while transition to a lossy environment significantly decreases it to 17 %, in R3. Other methods show a higher extraction rate in all environments compared to SPPT. Especially note WPPT where the extraction rate does not deteriorate, but shows a slight increase in R3. This could be presumed as the high packet loss rate causing WPPT to select a PPT with fewer amounts of nodes compared to the CPPT, which results in a higher percentage of the PPTs to match the acquired data.
As for QoI, SPPT shows the same trait as context extraction rate, and shows a great decline of quality with transition to lossier environment. WPPT on the other hand increases in QoI under lossier environment compared to less lossy environment, which shows that WPPT has selected the PPT with fewer composition nodes rather than the CPPT. WPPT presents the highest QoI under all regions among the 3 methods, which shows high performance on both context extraction rate and QoI. RPPT2 shows improvement over SPPT on all regions. This is because RPPT2 consistently selects the CPPT as in SPPT, and the rest of the PPTs selected on random. At the same time, the QoI of RPPT1 shows high variance compared to RPPT2. This is because the nature of RPPT2 selects PPT completely on a random basis; while the proper selection of PPT results in a high QoI, inadequate selection of PPT lowers the QoI, especially in less lossy regions such as R1 and R2, not selecting the CPPT results which declines the QoI.
Finally, we discuss the overhead of each method. SPPT only delivers the CPPT while RPPT and WPPT delivers multiple PPTs. Under our experiment, the number of PPTs to select was 2, so the transmission size would seem to double. However, data contained in a non CPPT would consist of fewer nodes compared to the CPPT, hence less data size. The actual PPT size depends on the number of indexes to select on index selection. For example, if we were to select 10 indexes for every PPT, the CPPT data size would be 60bit, that of PPTs consisting of 2 nodes would be 40bit, and that of a single node PPT would be 20bit. Therefore, in our experiment, the transmission data size of SPPT would be 60bit, compared to RPPT and WPPT with a data size ranging from 100 to 60 bit.
Related Works
Sparacino (Sparacino, 2003) and Patterson (Patterson et al., 2003) have presented researches using a Bayesian network to extract context from sensor data. These researches take a centralized approach for data handling by storing and evaluating the data on a backbone server. Our research on the contrary considers a hybrid Bayesian inference mechanism where the PPT is transferred to the end nodes in the sensor network. Our focus is not on creation of an inference model using a Bayesian network, but on improvement of hybrid Bayesian inference mechanisms' fault tolerance where these researches would be deployed on.
Researches for reducing the packet loss in order to maintain reliability of a sensor network has been done in various ways. For the MAC layer of MICAz used for packet loss measurement, we have used B-MAC (Polastre, Hill, and Culler, 2004) , the default MAC protocol of TinyOS. While B-MAC uses the CSMA protocol for L2 data transfer, TDMA based protocols such as S-MAC (Ye, Heidemann, and Estrin, 2002) and T-MAC (Dam and Langendoen, 2003) are optimized for sensor network applications. Adapting theses protocols would lead to a significant decrease of packet loss rate. Wan (Wan, Campbell and Krishnamurthy, 2002) has proposed a method for increasing the reliability of a sensor network on the transport layer. However, although these methods are valid for short term data deficits, it is not efficient for long term failures such as physical breakdown of sensor nodes. This is because even if the PPT delivery to the sensor nodes has succeeded, it is impossible to recover from long term data deficit such as a node breakdown or a battery exhaustion.
We have proposed RHBIM, which maintains the inference quality and context extraction rate even if data are lost. Hence, our work does not conflict with the existing works to improve sensor network reliability, and it is possible to deploy them concurrently with RHBIM in order to increase its performance.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we have proposed RHBIM, a reliable hybrid Bayesian inference model to overcome the performance decrease from packet loss in a hybrid Bayesian inference mechanism, which consists of two schemes; selection of the PPT delivery node and the selection of the PPT itself.
We have measured the packet loss in a real world environment using 20 MICAz Motes, adopted the results to an environmental simulator, and evaluated RHBIM with an air conditioning scenario. We have evaluated the PPT retransmission rate and overhead for PPT delivery node selection, and the context extraction rate and the inference quality for PPT selection.
Future works include consideration of air conditioning in more complex environments. A simple inference model was employed in the air conditioning scenario in this paper, but the inference model required to provide a comfortable air conditioning environment could presumably be more complex. It is possible to deploy RHBIM under complex environments, but in order to adapt to real world aspects, we need to consider a more adaptive inference model corresponding to the environment. We have only experimented on a single region, and have not considered the correlation of multiple regions. Unless each region were to be completely sealed and distinct from other regions, we must consider the coalition with other indoor devices. Dynamic binding of the air conditioners and the regions is also necessary in order to support the heat load deviation based on the time variance of the day, such as day and night.
